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FOREWORD
This $190,000 Space Industrialization Study was performed under NASA Contra:,t NAS8-32198
lor Marshall Space Flight Center from September 1976 through April 1978. The study was in two
parts: Part 1 identified the potential goals for space industrialization and developed and assessed
evolutionary program options for realization of those goals; Part 2 defined program suppor +
demands, evaluated and defined the leading program options, and developed recommendations fo;
program implementation. The study results are documented in four volumes:
[ 1. Executive Summary [
2. Space Industrialization Background, Needs, and Opportunities
3. Space Industrialization Implementation Concepts
4. Appendixes
The Rockwell study manager was Mr. C.L. Got ld. Other key Rockwell participants were A.D.
Kazanowski and T.S. Logsdon. Additional support was provided by D.B. Anderson, CR. Gerber,
and T.A. Sackinger. Many others helped in various ways. They included the following key
consultants:
• Dr. Krafft Ehricke • Dr. CharlesCheeseman • Dr. GerardO'Neill
SpaceGlobal, La Jolla, CA GeneralElectric, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ
• Dr. Reed Powell Valley Forge, PA • Dr. Delbert Smith, LD.0 Space Law
CaliforniaPolytechnic • Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger Madison,Wl
University, University of Alabama, • Dr. Kerry Joels
Pomona, CA Huntsville, AL NASA/Ames Research Center, CA
The study was performed under the technical direction of C.C. Priest, Marshall Space Flight
Center. Mr. J. yon Puttkamer was the overall program manager at NASA Headquarters, Office of
Space Transportation Systems. Major contributions were also made at special working group
meetings by the following:
• Andrew Adehnan • Bonnie Dunbar • BarbaraMarxHubbard
IBM Rockwell International Committee for the Future,
• Dr. Bertrand Chatel • Fredrick Durant Ill Washington, D.C.
United Nations Smithsonian Institution, • WaiterMorgan
• l)ebbie Donahue Airand Space Museum Comsat Corporation
Preside. t, Student Chapter • Clarence H/ll
of AIAA, Rockwell International
Univet:ity of California
at Irvine
Inquiries regarding the study should be addressed to the following:
• Claude:C ('Pet._) Priest • C.L. (Chuck) Gould
NASA-MarshallSpace Flight Center Rockwell International
Attentit, n: PS04 12214 Lakewood Boulevard
Hun,_v:'ie, AL 35812 Downey, CA 90241
Telephone: (205) 453-2796 Telephone: (213) 594-3560
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INTRODI ]CTION
, Space Industrialization can be def'med as a new technology in which the special environmental
properties of outer space are used for the social and economic benefit of the people on earth. These
special properties include zero-g, hard vacuum, low vibration, wide-angle view, and a complete
isolation from earth's biosphere. Design engineers have always been willing to go to great lengths to
obtain those specific environmental conditions that fulfill their particular needs. For example, the
Hale Observatory was constructed at the top of Mount Palomar so that it would be above a small
portion of the earth's atmosphere. Eight million pounds of steel and cement were hauled up the side
of a rugged mountain to achieve air density reductions of less than 20 percent. When industrial
processes are transferred into space, the environmental conditions are typically modified to a far
greater degree. In fact, in-space pressure levels of one-trillionth of an atmosphere are relatively easy
to obtain.
Because so few experiments have been conducted in space, it is extremely difficult to envision
all the benefits that might result from extremely low pressure levels there. But if the past is a
reliable guide, pressures 12 orders of magnitude lower than those encountered at sea level should
lead to previously unsuspected benefits. As Figure 1 shows, vacuum levels ranging from 10.2 to
10-10 atmospheres have already been used in a number of practical ways. These include food
processing and preservation (including freeze-drying and refrigeration), metal distillation, x-ray
devices, TV picture tubes, thin film deposition, and the manufacture of vacuum diodes and solid
state electronic devices. Moreover, many orbiting satellites have already capitalized on the natural
vacuum of outer space. For example, when the semi-rigldized Echo balloon was tested on the
ground, more than 80,000 pounds of inflating gases were required to inflate it. When it was lofted
into the vacuum of outer space, only 30 pounds of gases were needed.
The g-levels and the viewing areasachievable in space are also shown in Figure 1. In comparison
with terrestrial conditions, these parameters are improved approximately six orders of magnitude.
Precise g-level control is important in medical and chemical centrifuges, in crystal growth,
clectrophoretic separation, solidification and purification processes, and in the construction of
extremely lightweight orbiting structures such as large-scale solar arrays and multibeam antennas. A
wide-angle earth-oriented view can be extremely beneficial to meteorology, cartography, reconnais-
sance, communications, earth sensing, and wide-area navigation-_ll of these have already brought
important benefits to the people on earth.
Thus, it is not hard to see why the aerospace engineer is so keenly interested in the beneficial
environmental properties of outer space. But these properties can form the basis of a meaningful
Space Industrialization program only if they can be exploited in practical ways. Businessmen are
keenly interested in environmental properties, but they are much more concerned with
profit-making opportunities to fill real human needs. The first task in our 18-month Space
Industrialization study was thus quite clear: To match the needs of humanity with the
opportunities for f'dlingthese needs through modern space technology.
As they look to the turn of the century and beyond, many people see increasingly bleak
prospects for the future. The pressures of population growth continue, particularly in the
• less-developed countries. The people in these underdeveloped regions are surprisingly young with an
average age of about 15, and (hopefully) they will live to see several generations of offspring. By _
contrast, in the developed countries like our own, the average age is about 29 and steadily
increasing. The developed world has nearly reached that magic time when each couple replaces itself
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with only two offspring. Worldwide, however, that is not the case, and it is not likely to be in the
near future. As Figure2 shows, the overwhelmingmajority of the world's population is in the
un0erdevelopedcountries; and within 100 years, their fractional share of world population will
nearly double. Of course, their populations will also increasein absolute terms. The birth rates in
many areashave recently undergoneencouragingdeclines, but so many of the people in the world
are below the critical childbearingages that the earth is committed to supportingat least double,
more likely triple, its present population. Most experts are convinced that the best way to cut
populationgrowth rates is to developa healthy worldwideeconomy. Emergingaffluencehas always
been accompaniedby reductionsin population growthrates.
One key to a healthy worldwide economy is expanded trade-especially trade that resultsin a
reasonable balance between imports and exports. The United States and other industrialized
countries sell largequantities of goods to the developingcountries, but today only a discouraging
trickle of trade flows in the opposite direction. This negative balance of trade endangers the
economies of the underdevelopedcountries; it also deprives us of a marketthat couldbe provided
by the 2 billion people living in the underdevelopedregions. If United States investments(public
and private) in the productiveuse of spacecould contribute to the economic growth andpurchasing
power of these proverty-strickenareas, this could havean importar.:positive effect on the economy
of our own countryandon the rest of the world. Specifically,if we coulddevelop two-way markets
of only $17 for each world citizen, 2.7 million new Americanjobs would be created-enough to
reduceour unemployment level to 4 percent of our work force. Thiswould not be a difficult level
of trade to attain if underdevelopedregions could be edged toward slightly highersocioeconomic
conditions. In fact, as Figure3 shows, it is only 20 percent of the per capita trade we are already
achievingwith WestGermanyand the UnitedKingdom.
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Figure 3. U.S. Exports Fer Capita to Various Countries
Healthy worldwide trade would also help assure us of uninterrupted supplies of needed raw
materials. As indicated in the bar charts of Figure 4, we are spending more than $46 billion each
year for imported petroleum products, and wc currently import more than 50 percent of
14 important minerals, including platinum, tungsten, and magnesium. Without adequate exports to
pay for these crucial substances, our country would quickly slip into a declining economic position.
Over the long run, our trade balance has been quite favorable; however, in three of the last five
years, our balance of payments has been negative, and in 1077 alone, we almost exceeded the
deficits of all previous years combined.
Because of our high labor rates, high-technology items arc essentially the only thing we, as a
country, can export at competitive prices. Manufactured goods constitute about 61 percent of our
exports, and agricultural products make up another 19 percent.* Unfortunately, other countries of
the world have recently been making unusually heavy investments in research so that many
high-technology items that were once solid American exports are now becoming common imports.
' Television sets, steel ingots, precision optics, and atttomobiles are a few obvious examples. Thus, the
only way we can maintain .'.lpositive balanc_ of trade is to increase worker productivity or to stay in
the forefront of advanced technology. As will bc shown in the remainder of this report, space
industrialization offers us many possibilities for exercising both of these important options.
In 1973, when the OPEC oil cartel successfully raised the price of petroleum, it was widely
feared that other fuels and minerals might also experience substantial price hikes. So far, however,
• this has not occurred. Prices have remained reasonably stable because of the widespread distribution
of most minerals, the tacit threat of substitutions, and the economies of large-scale mining
operations. In many cases, however, the quality of ore has significantly declined. In particular, the
copper ores now being mined are not nearly as rich as they once were. As Phillip Morrison pointed
*Agricultural products are, in cfl'¢ct, high technology items: our farmer_ use the highest technology farming methods in the world.
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Figure 4. America's Dependency mz Oil and Minerals
out in a recent ScientO_c Americmz article, "The ancient miners looked for showy minerals with a
copper content of 15 percent. The grade Ilas steadily declined: it was 8 percent in Europe by the
time of the Renaissance, and today most copper is won from low-grade ores, the U.S. average grade
being about 0.65 percent."**
The recent book The Limits t_ Growth provides an alternate evaluation of the status of the
world's future mineral supplies. Figure 5, taken from this popularized book, indicates tllat at least
.eight crucial minerals will be exhausted within the next fifty years at the present rates of increased
usage. The assumptions made in this study on available reserves and recovery technology have been
seriously challenged, and the projections are now widely regarded by most experts as needlessly
pessimistic. For this reason and others, the Rockwell analysis team does not believe that these
minerals will actually be exllausted in the indicated time frames. Wllen supplies begin to run short, -.
mankind will expend whatever cnerg_ and exploration efforts are required to locate and obtain
needed supplies. Substitutions will also occur. Nevertheless, Figure 5 highlights a crucial problem:
Our known mineral reserves arc not infinite: large new supplies will be needed by future
generations.
Fortunately, as is shown on the right-hand column of tile chart, many techniques are available
for expanding our recoverable supplies. These include intensified exploitation, the extraction of i
minerals from sea water, and the exploitation of ocean-Iloor reserves. These techniques could
expand our mineral supplies to an essentially unlimited extent: however, a careful study of the list
will reveal that each available technique requires larger input_ of energy than we are now expending.
Thus, adequate energy supplies are again a key to a prosperous future for the United States and,
indeed, for all mankind. As we shall see, space technology can help ensure that the needed energy
will be available through conservation and through the production oi"abundant new supplies.
**Scientific American, March 1978. p. 41.
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in addition to their physical needs, human beings also have psychological needs. These are
basically similar for people everywhere. We need to be productive and t'e_'luseful (i.e., to have a
job). We need an acceptable standard of living that improves each year and a quality of life
compatible with our individual heritage. We think the United States must play the role of leader in
this worldwide enterprise. The key direction of this leadership should not merely be good
stewardship of what we have, but the continued creation of wealth for ourselves and for the people
throughout the rest of the world. In the face of population growth, a more just and equitable
distribution of scarcity is not ,'hough. For prolonged scarcity makes the future look bleak and
disappointing for the average world citizen. What is necessary, therefore, is new ways to create
wealth-wealth that will make the world a hcalthiec, more stable place to live.
!
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THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION
During the course of this study, we attempted to look 50 years into the future and correlate rea!
human needs with space opportunities. Our work proceeded down two parallel paths. AJong o:,,
path, we looked into the future for meaningful trends in human aeeds; and along the other, _,:
searched for practical and economically viable space opportunities. In general, these opportunities
can be broken down into the following categories:
1. Services 3. Energy :
• Information transmission * Conservation
• Data acquisition • New energy sources
2. Products 4. Human activitie_.
• Organic • Space careers
• Inorganic * Frontier for mankind
As we proceeded into the study, we found that is was easier (and more fun) to think up new
space projects than it was to reduce the list down to a more manageable number. We used the ideas
that have been advanced by NASA (Outlook for Space), Ivan Bekey at tile Aerospace Corporation,
and many many others. We also added many new ideas of our own. Tile overall lists are presented in
Tables I, 2, and 3. It is not possible to discuss each one individually in any reasonably sized report,
but it is reassuring to observe that tile known opportunities are quite numerous. It is also
encouraging that these op_)ortunities respond to the needs of mankind to a major degree. This
suggests tl_at the space program slmuld be considered as a mainstream activity rather than a matter
of minor interest, benefiting only a IL'wpeople.
in the next few paragraphs, we shall brielly discuss one or two opportumties from each of the
four major categories: ( I ) services, (2) products. (3) energy, and (4) human activities. Once this has
been done, an integrated plan will be revealed, showing what we believe to be the proper evolution
for a relatively ambitious but entirely realistic program of Space Industrialization.
SERVICES
In a very real sense, the services area of space industrialization is already a reality. For several
years, space platforms have been providing valuable communication, navigation, observation, and
weather services for people worldwide. Some of these services have been earning comfortable profits
for corporate sharehol,lers. Today, communication satellites are owned and operated by more than
a dozen countries, and more than 100 have their own Intelsat ground terminals. These terminals
transmit messages and data to and from such unlikely places as Niger, Bangladesh, Cameroon, and
French Guiana.
Tile utilization of satellite technology in these primitive locations is based on simple economics.
The cost of the hardware necessary to handle a satellite voice circuit (see Fig ,re 6) has been
declining by a factor of 100 every 12 years. In 1966, an Early Bird voice circuit cost more than
$20,000 per year. Today Westar provides equivalent voice circuits for a little over $200. Moreover,
large-scale Antenna Farms launched by the Space Shuttle may soon bring about further important
cost reductions. Hardware investment costs as low as $14 per circuit-year seem entirely within the
realm of possibility. With costs at this level, we will begin to see numerous new applications of
advanced communications.
t;
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Complexity inversion (see Figure 7) is quietly tbstering another revolution in our approach Io
space commtinications. Complexity inversion refers to the concept of putting large and complicated
hardware in space so that the units on tile ground can be small and simple. This philosophy
contrasts sharply with tile approach that was adopted in the early days of the space program when
every effort was made to keep the space segment of me system small and light, in order to do this.
the corresponding ground segments had to be massive and complex. For example, the Telstar
communication satellite weighed only 150 pounds. This compact design held down launch costs and
simpli!_ed the satellite, but as a result, it could relay high-quality signals only between such massive
ground installations as the 85-foo_ Goldstone antenna, which weighs 600,000 pounds. Numerous
other examples can be found in both civilian and military programs in which huge ground antennas
and major computer installations painstakingly processed raw data to extract useful information
from weak and diffuse signals radiated by small, comp:,ct satellites.
Because of recent advances in space technology and improved transportation capabilities, it is
now possible to enlarge the orbiting satellites and, in turn, shrink the ground user sets. In particular,
modern electronic devices and Inultibeam antennas allow the space segment to be vastly more
capable and complex, but still stay within reasonable launch cost limitations-especially considering
the launch economics of the Space Shuttle.
Table 1. Attractive Opportut:ities in the Servk'es Area
CommunicationSlnformationRelayJ Navigation.NavigationTracking,a dControl I 1
• DirectTV broadcast • Publicnavigationm/stmn I
• Electronicmail * Globalpositio_determination
• Edt*cotionb¢oadcut • Coastalnavigationcontrol I
• RuralTV • Globalsearchendmcua Iocator
• Meteorologicalinformationdissemination TrackingandLocation
• Interagancydataexchange
• Implantedsensordatacollection
• Electroniccottgl• industries • Wildanimal/waterfowlsurveillance
• Worldmadi_'aladvicecenter • Malineanimalmigrations
• Centralized"distributed"printingsystems • Vehicularspeedlimit control
• Environmentalinformationdistribution • Railanti-collisionwmm
• Time andfrequencydistribution • Nuclearfuel Iocator
PlmmnaiCommunications * Vehicle/packagelecator
• Nationalinformationmrvicm TrafficControl
• Personalcommunicationswristradio • Multinationalair trafficcontrolradar
• Voting/pollingwrist let • SurflcJIshiptracking
• DiplomaticU.N. hotlines
• 3-0 holographictdeconfarencing BorderSurveillance
• Mobilecommunicationsrelay • U.N. truceobservationsatellite
• Amateurradiorelay • Bordersurveilhmce
• "Tellgraphing"peraunaicommunicetion_systems • Coastalanti-collisionpassiveradlr
• Worldwideelectronicpingpongtournmantl
• Centralcomputerservice(Ior transmining
hand-heldcelculoton)
• Urbanlpolicewristradio
DisasterWarning
• Oium.rwerning_ __[14a_u ll/ggF.,
• Pra-dm_ data_ (earmquoUl ORlUf -- •
• Earthquakefault meau.rmimts O_ 1_)1_' (_l#/tJ_""• Oisaslwcommunicationset
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Table 1. Attractive Opportunities in the Services Area (Cont )
J
i |.
Land Data ]
AgriculturalMea*.uremnts • Underwatervegetationmrvey
• Suitwpe deification • Lake/rivermspend_ solids
• Cropmeasurement * Sedimentmeasurements(rivers)
• CropdamageasmsMnent • Floodedareamonitoring
• Globalwheatmrv_ LandManagement
• Cropidentification/survey • Landcapabilityinventory
• AGrieull_ral_andusl potttrns • Landusemapping
• Cropharvestmonitor • Wildlandclassification
• Rangelandlvaluat;ln • Rangevegetationmapping
• Cropstressdetection * RangetandutiUzation/pcpuletion
• Soilerosionmeasurement • Flooddamageassessment
• AGriculturalecmage survw • Beecherosion
• Soilmoisturemeasurement
• Soiltemperaturemonitor PollutionGate
• Advancedresources/pollution
ForestManagement observatory
• Timbersitemoditoring • Saltaccumulations(irrigation)
,_ Loggingresidueinventory • AgriculturalpollutantmonitoriN
• Foreststressdetection • Like eutrophir_tionmonitor
• Forestfiredetection • GreatLakesthermalmapping
• Rural/forestenvironmenthazards • Effluentdilcha:je patterns
• Lightningcontactprediction/detection • Toxicspilldetector
• Air qualityprofilometar
HydrologicalinformationSystem • Airpollutantchore;"_' (Freon)
• Snowmoisturedatacollector • Pollutiondetection., distribution
• W_tlandsmonitor • Mosquitocontrol(wetlandsflooding)
• Tidal patterns/flvthing
• Watermanagementsurveillance RtsourceMeasurements
• Irrigationflow return • Oil/mineralocation
• Run-offforecasting • Drilling/miningoperationsmonitor
• Inlandwatarlicecover GeogrlphicMapping
• Subsurfacewatermonitor • Urban/suburbandensity
• Waterresourcemapping • Recreation_iteplanning
• Soilmoisturedatacollector • High-resolutionearthmappingradar
• Irrigationecreogemeasurement • Wildlandvegetationmapping
• Aquaticvegetationmonitoring v flflshorestructuremapping
]-- I
• Atmospherictemperatureprofilesounder * Glaciermovement
• Rainmonism • Ozonelayerrepleni_ment/protection
Data/ • Highway/roadwayenvironmentimpactOcean
• Radiationbudgetob_,_ations
• OceanresourcesanddynamicsWstem • Atmosphericompositiun
• Marineenvironmentmonitor • Energymonitor,solarterrestria,
• Oil spill oMenmtory
• Shorelineoceancurrentmonitol • Tectonicplateobservation
• Algaebloommeaf_rem|nt
• Salineintrusion
9
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Tilde 2. Attractive Opportunities Table 3. Attractive Opportunities
in the hoducts Area in the Enemy A_ .....
Oqmk Lumm
• Imzymes • Nightilluminationfor urMmaims
• Geneticengineeringof hybridplants • Nightilluminationfor aqleCUlsum
• Urok_nam _ iedustdeloperations
• ImuSn
• Newantibioticsvii rapidmutation • Nightilluminationfor disaster
reliefoperations
laoqpaic So_o_ta
• Laqlecrv_ • Nightfrostdamageprotection
• Supw4aqle-_:eleintegratedcircuits • Localclimatemanipulation
• Tmmpanmtoxidematerials • Reflectedliter for ground
• Surfaceacousticwavedevices electricityconw.rsion
• Newglasses(includingfiberoptics) • Oceancellwarningfor climatecont_!
• TungstenX-raytargetmaterial • Controlledsnow-packmelting
• Hollowbe11bearings * Stimulationof photnsyr,thesisprocess
• High.tamperotureturbineblades
• Separationof radioisotopes Other
• Highstrengthpermammtmagnets • Satellitepowersystem(liVer)
• Magneticbubblememorycrystalfilm • Fusionin space
• Thinfilm electronicdevices • Nuclearwastedisposal
• Filamentsfor high-intensitylamps L
• Alumir,um-laedlubricatedalloys
• Continuousribboncrystalgrowth
• Cuttingtools
• Fusiontargets
• Microspheres
i
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The evolutionary trends in electronic technology are particularly noteworthy, in 1946, the
world's most impressive electronic device, the ENIAC computer, reached operational status. It
contained 16,000 electronic switches and was roughly the size of a five-room house. In 1977, the
Mostek Corporation began to market the MK 4116, a solid-state chip which is about four times as
complicated as the entire ENIAC computer, yet it measured only I]5 of an inch on a side. The costs
of solid-state electronic devices have also been dropping at a rapid rate. in recent years, costs have
declined by a factor of I0 every 4.5 years.
By developing the capability to build extremely large multibeam antennas in space and
eventually adding the presence of man to operate, service, and (perhaps more importantly)update
the system to incorporate ever-expanding technology, we can have systems in the 1980"s and 1990's
than can broadcast preprocessed information directly to the user. A multibeam antenna uses a
sophisticated I'cadmechanism to se,ld out several dozen high-intensity beams from a single antenna:
each beam covers a different spot on the ground and each utilizes the entire surface of the antenna.
With muitibeam technology, pocket telephones, direct broadcast TV, and electronic
teicconferencing-and dozens of other developments--will soon become practical and cost-effective.
In addition, these multibeam antennas will allow extensive frcquoncy reuse, thus conserving
precious space in our increasingly crowded frequency spectrum, i
Thus, we see that the trend of the future is to put the complexity into space rather than on the
ground. This will allow the corresponding ground user .sets to be small, simple, inexpensive, and
therefore, widely proliferated.
In the past, cars, trains, boats, and especially aircraft have dgne much to conquer geographical
barriels. Space can further accelerate this trend by providing easy, inexpensive access to distant data
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banks, computer power, specialized training, and other people. This conquest of geography can
expand our personal options in areas such as education and job training. With space technology,
thousands of stimulating courses of instruction could be brought into the home-or into remote
areas in India. From an economic standpoint, the space segment would be only a small part of the
overall system: the big worldwide market would be in the sales of the large number of inexpensive
communications units to be used by millions of people.
One of our consultants (Dr. Kerry Joels) provided us with a detailed evaluation of the needs,
benefits, and comparative costs of delivering educational information via various media. He also
examined the effect that space-relayed information would have on job skills, increased productivity,
and improved life styles. These studies showed that, in all cases, space-based relays would reduce
delivery costs and increase productivity. The media he evaluated included:
• Television for lectures and demonstrations
• Library service.,, for research and reference
• Computer-managed instruction for primary, ._condary college, and trade schools
• Computer-aided instruction for correspondence cour._s for the handicapped and the
disadvantaged
In the professional opinion o1"Dr. Joels,eachor these could be commercialized on a largescaleand
eachhasenormous profit potentials.
Because they must be mass produced for use by unskilled participants, lhe user's terminals
would have to be inexpensive and readily available and they must bedesignedso that they require
little training to use.Educationalinstn_ction would betheir prilnary purlx)se, hut these_mle terminals
would be also utilized for certain non-educational services such as electronic telecommuting or
electronic cottage industry applications. Another novel and exciting use of the terminals would be
to provide education and entertainment for the estimated 15million Americans who suffer total or
partial loss of hearing. Multimedia translnissions and programs with sign language or subtitles would
greatly enrich the lives of these widely dispersed deaf citizens.
Electronic telecommuting is another _'rvice that could he carried out eMciently using space
communication links, in an electronic tel¢commuting system, workers would be linked to their
ofl]ces electronically. Rather than driving to work each day, the workers would operate from their
homes or from a small satellite oMce v,here they could interact electronically with machinery
located in a central office building. This procedure would .save fuel, transporlation costs, and
commuting time. It could also allow a life-style whereby people coukl live, work, and play in small
communities, but still perforin jobs thai are es_'ntially urban.
Appreciable savings could be achieved by such an electronic lelecolnmuting system. Forty
percent of all the urban transportation in the United Slates is coimnuting by auton;obiie. This
commuting consumes about four percent o1";ill the U.S. energy or about $6 billion per year in fuel
costs alone. If commuting costs arc calculated at ten cents per mile, it costs America's 86 miUion
workers about $47 billion per year just Io get to work. Moreover, if COlnlnuting time is figured at $5
per hour, there is an additional cost of about $90 billion in lime lost by our work force. This f st
time could otherwise have been used to make a contribution to our p,_xhlctive capacity and our
quality of life.
, Electronic telecommuting was recently tried experimentally by a Los Angeles insurance
company (see Figure 8). Although this experiment did not utilize satellite technology, it did provide
important information on the practicality and tile econonlic viability of a _tellite relay system
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The insurance company, with offices in downtown Los Angeles, employed 2500 workers, 1700
of whom did routine clerical work that did not require face-to-face contact. The primary job of "
these workers consisted of entering data into computer terminals. Because of high rental costs, the
company oMcials decided to open two small offices in the San Fernando Valley. Then, rather than
have all the workers report to the downtown headquarters, some of ',hem (those who lived in the
local area) were permitted to drive to the San Fernando Valley locations and operate electronic
terminals whose impulses were transmitted to the downtown location. Because of the success of this
operation, the company now plans to open two additional electronic offices in the Los Angeles
area. Using this practical experience as a guide, they have employed special computer simulations to
determine the savings that would result if they installed terminals in as many as 18 other locations.
This electronic telecommuting experiment produced surprisingly large benefits for the
company. The major savings included reduced headquarters lease costs (because the satellite
terminals were located in the lower-rent districts) and reduced salaries (premium salary rates were
not necessary in the more desirable suburban areas). In addition, tile employees saved about $1
million in reduced transportation costs. Altogether, the total savings amounted to about $5 million
per year, spread over about 2500 employees, or about $2000 per employee.
if we would install a similar nationwide system, using satellite relay links, many workers could _;
live anywhere they chose. Such a system could easily be instituted within the continental United
States. An alternate use of the electronic telecommuting concept would be to export service jobs
across international borders without actually moving people. This would help spread international
work loads and provide satisfying job opportunities to those people who live in isolated areas.
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l'h¢ use of space technology tor earth observations and information acquisition is as important
as its use for information transmission, and it, too, can provide major benefits to the developing
countries as well as our own. Pedlaps the most commonplace examples are the weather maps that
azx-shown on regular television weather forecasts. Among other tangible benefits, these observations
have given us advanced hurricane warnings, thereby saving hundreds of people from injury ordeath.
As these systematic observations help us to understand our weather and climate, we can respond
more productively. It is not hard to s_ how accurate and reliable five-day weather forecasts could
'ave billions of dollars for the agricultural, travel, and recreational industries alone. Moreover,
_ccurate longer-range weather forecasts would make our lives more pleasant and convenient.
Space technology can also help researchers map the location and extent of the world's natural
resources so that we can begin to use them more judiciously. Snowpack estimates and impounded
water measurements can aid in the planning and ! _luction of hydroelectric power while
minimizing the probability of unexpected flooding. And worldwide crop measurements using
multispectral scanners can aid in prodt,ction planning and famine relief.
PRODUCTS
Many production processes can greatly benefit from the low gravity levels, the hard vacuums,
and the lack of vibration in the space e,lvironlnent. The possibilities of using the._ properties in
making large perfect crystals, metals with special prol_:rties, new glas_s, and many other beneficial
products have been studied by many researchers. Those that have high enough value per kilogram to
indicate an early payoff are currently being investigated both in the United States and in foreign
countries-especially the Soviet Union, West Germany, and Japan.
Although scattered experiments have been performed, no attempts have yet been made to
produce space-made products in useful quantities, In part, progress in this important area of
:'esearch has been obstructed by the lack of an economical two-way transportation system.
However, the Shuttle Transportation System will be available in about two years: and soon
thereafter, broadranging experiments will be conducted, hopefully leading toward full-scale
production efforts. A listing of some of the more attractive space products is presented in Table 2.
At this time, it is extremely diMcult to separate the winners from losers, but, once the
Shuttle]Spacelab begins making regular Ilights, some winning combinations will surely be found
that will sp_ ,_. whole new industries a,ld contribute to our economy and our quality of life.
One material--urokina.,_-provides an excellent example of how space processing could have
important beneficial impacts on the gent'-,d public. Urokinase is an enzyme (biological catalyst)
which is produced within a small group .,f Sl_Zcializedcells located in the kidney. It is the only
known natural biological substance that can dissolve blood clots in the hulnan bloodstream.
Free-floating blood clots arc extre,nely hazardous; they cause phlebitis, coronory thrombosis,
pu,monary embolis,ns, and crippling strokes.
Today th, only available method for producing urokina_ involves its separation from human
urine. Tt.;'; process requires the collection and processing of more than 2000 pounds of urine to
obtai, _nough for a single treatment. Consequently, urokinase is very expensive: a single dose
currently costs about $1200. The separation procedures used in ground-based laboratories are
"ampered by the earth's gravity which induces ._dimentation and harmful conv.ection currents.
Fortunately, recent experiments carried out onboard Apollo, ASTP, and Skylab have shown that
urokinase cells can be separated p,mch more efficiently in the weightlessness of space by using
electrophoretic ._'paration procedures. The electrophoresis equipment (see Figure 9) separates the
c_'lls by meaas of small differences in the electrical charge and molecular weight among the cells.
" Separate ;xperiments indicate that the enzyme can be produced at a faster rate in a weightless
spacecr, tt than is possible in the terrestrial environment.
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Figure9. ElectrophoresisEquipment
Since previous experiments involving urokinase (and similar materials) have indicated the
possibility of high production rates of pure urokinase in space, it seems likely that large quantities
can be made available by the mid-1980's. As space-based production rates increase in the
mid-1980's, its cost should decline substantially, and its use become more widespread. Our studies
indicate that the total world market for urokinase could be satisfied by 1995.
It also seems probabie that large perfect crystals can be manufactured economically in space.
Crystals of reasonable quality can be grown from a fluid mix under terrestrial conditions, but
extremely pure and regular crystals-such as those needed by the electronics industry-can be
produced only with great difficulty. Convection currents, gravitational distortions, and contact
between, the crystal and its supporting crucible create imperfections in the crystal lattice structure.
In pr;aclple, the production of crystals in space would be extremely simple: a polycrystalline solid
would bf. melted by using float-zone procedures, and upon solidifying, it would automatically
develop a monocrystalline structure.
Several iterations were made on space processing concepts before coverging on a final design.
One early concept called for a small free-flyer which would make large, perfect boules for the
semiconductor industry. Two end products were envisioned: (1)large transistor devices for the
rectification of high voltages and strong c:_rrents and (2)large perfect crystals to allow
manufacturers to pack increasingly large numbers of circuits on a single LSI chip.
In the case of large transistor devices, our goal was to make enough large solid-state crystal
rectifiers in sufficient quantities to allow efficient ac-to-dc conversion. Large crystals can be made
under terrestrial conditions, but their imperfections create undesirable hot spots which severely
limit their current-carrying capacities. If dislocation-free versions of these devices were available,
existing ac lines could be used to carry enough dc power ovea long distances to partially alleviate
periodic peak load problems. (The use of de transmissions would cut line losses to a substantial
degree and eliminate the need for synchronizing the two ac networks.) With two or more such
substations, we could interconnect electrical power grids across time zones and weather patterns
thus dramatically affecting the lives of millions of people. With increasing fuel shortages, it seems
i highly probable that brownouts will be common occurrences in the late 1980's, and a space-made
product would be gratefully acknowledged if it decreased these problems by sharing power from,
: say, Houston to New York.
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As we progressed in the study, we became increasingly aware of the difficulty of providing
power in sufficient quantities to run large-scale factories in space. Naturally these factories would be
designed to be more energy-efficient than their current terrestrial equivalents, but even under the
best possible assumptions, their power demands turned out to be extremely high compared with
anything we have launched into orbit to date. However, in considering the power levels of the SPS
program, 500 kilowatts in a low-altitude orbit seems like a reasonable intermediate step toward
5,000,000 kilowatts in a geosynchronous orbit. In view of the desire to utilize the SPS as a
technology driver and to get immediate and useful benefits from its development program, we
designed the facility shown in Figure 10. This design utilizes the Shuttle external tank as the basic
structure attached to an SPS-type solar array constructed by using the "beam machine" continuous
process. A demonstration of the beam machine in operation linked to a power-augmented Shuttle
orbiter is presented in Figure I 1.
A natural evolutionary process leading to large-scale space processing operations is laid out in
Figure 12. The Space Shuttle orbiter, upgraded with additional power for extended on-orbit stay
time, will facilitate the early operations necessary to prove out the processing concepts. These
operations should also result in some marketable products and materials. The next steps consist of
small, Shuttle-tended free-flyers and a special space processing section of a manned space base
which permit us to make large quantities of high-value products for earth markets. Recent studies,
particularly those conducted by Science Applications Incorporated, indicate that thousands of tons
of crystals, glasses, and metal items will probably be processed in space by the turn of the century.
These large-scale operations will require ,najor, dedicated factories that utilize hundreds of kilowatts
of electrical power. In the concept shown in Figure I0, this power is supplied by a collector similar
to, but several orders of magnitude smaller than, an SPS solar array.
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Numerousother productshavebeen proposedfor production in space.Theseincludevaccines,
special optical glasses,high-strengthpermanent magnets,high-temperature turbine blades, and
contact lenses.As hasbeen mentioned, it is not clearat this time which productswill actuallyturn
out to be winners.What doesseemclear is that somehigh-valueproductswill bemanufacturedin
space in large quantities, and they will be economically competitive with similar products
manufactured on the ground.
ENERGY
Space industrialization offers many methods for conserving and augmenting energy supplies.
Electronic telecommuting and electronic teleconferencing are two examples that could help curb
fuel consumption. In addition, energy could be saved by more accurate weather forecasting, and
better snow pack measurements would permit more realistic water impounding to increase our
production of hydroelectric power. The large dc rectifiers mentioned above would reduce the use of
fuel-inefficient, peak-load turbine power plants. Higher temperature turbine blades, made in space,
would also help us conserve our energy supplies. Even a lO-percent increase in operating
temperatures would result in annual savings of millions of tons of coal and millions of gallons of
aviation gasoline.
Space industrialization technology can also benefit us via the large-scale exploitation of new
energy sources. The SPS is perhaps the best known example. As we see the situation with regard
to the SPS, we are now in a stage of technology development that will help us find out whether we
do, indeed, have the option of obtaining power from space that is economical, continuously
renewable, and environmentally safe. it is our belief we should check out this option; and if it is not
open to us, we should take appropriate steps m other energy directions.
The energy that can be intercepted in space exceeds the energy that can be intercepted by a
similar facility located on the ground by about one order of magnitude. Moreover, the energy
previded by the SPS is available 99 percent of the time-thus alleviating the storage problems
associated with ground-based energy collection systems. For its size, the SPS can be remarkably
lightweight. It can be constructed from extremely thin materials because of the virtual lack of
gravitational forces in space and because of a seldom mentioned space-environmental p;operty-no
winds. An earth-based collector array of comparable average power levels would have to be
hundreds of times heavier because it would have to be strong enough to support its own weight and
resist the forces of high winds. In addition, it would have to be larger to compensate for losses due
to the atmosphere, clouds, nightfall, and off-normal sun orientation.
A Rockwell International design of the SPS (wllich was developed under a separate contract) is
shown in Figure 13. It covers a total area of about 82 km2, weighs 36,000,000 kg, and generates
5,000,000 kW of useful electrical power. Gallium-aluminum-arsenide solar cells are used with a
concentration ratio of 2 to !. These advanced materials were selected because of their higher
efficiency levels and because under the proper temperature conditions, these cells are sell-annealing,
a natural process which protects them to a degree against efficiency losses due to space radiation.
The energy collected in space'would be beamed to the ground via the microwave array located
at the center of the SPS (see Figure 14 for an artist's concept). Because of the vacuum of space,
unenclosed klystrons can be used in generating the microwave beams. Although at ground level the
bear.i contains less energy than ordinary sunlight, it reaches the ground continuously day and light,
and it is in a form that can be converted into electricity at about 85-percent efficiency. This
compares with the less than 15-percent efficiency that can be achieved in producing electricity
directly from noonday sunlight using solar cells.
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Although its proponents correctly note that no new technological breakthroughs are necessary
to construct the SPS, it does involve enormous engineering difficulties. It will be competitive with
terrestrial power sources only if the cost of space-rated solar cells drops by about 2 or 3 orders of
magnitude, and space transportation costs drop by a factor of about 25. Moreover, each SPS would
be huge, but extremely light. To have an appreciable impact on our energy problems, and to
capitalize on the economies of scale, it will be necessary to construct approximately 1O0SPS units,
which, all together, would be about half the size of Connecticut.
Still, these difficulties are not necessarily beyond the capabilities of modem technology. As we
have seen, order-of-magnitude decreases in the cost of electronic devices and transportation systems
have been taking place every few years, and large, lightweight structures in space seem to be
particularly well suited to the environmental conditions in space. If it can be made to work, the SPS
holds such promise for ensuring a new source of clean, safe, and abundant energy that we owe it to
future generations to examine this option carefully to see if it is a genuine possibility. In the
meantime, we should structure the program so that the hardware units pay handsome dividends in
other key areas of space industrialization.
Other energy-producing opportunities in space include the Lunetta, which reflects sunlight to
localities on the dark side of the earth, and the Soletta, which reflects substantial amounts of solar
energy, typically providing one solar constant over limited regions of the earth, both day and night.
The exploitation of new energy sources can also be aided through the manufacture of special
deuterium-infused glass spheres for use in laser fusion reactors and by conducting fusion research in
orbit. These reactors yield superior performance in the easy-to-obtain hard vacuum of space because
the enclosing vessel can be significantly enlarged, thus keeping the high-energy neutrons from
brutalizing the wall materials of the enclosing vessel and creating impurities which tend to quench
the fusion reactions.
HUMAN ACTIVITIES
Human activities in space have excited man's imagination throughout the space program and
they still make the headlines far more lYequently than the many other facets of space. The human
spirit needs the promise of a better future and the challenge of distant worlds. This era of the "high
frontier" marks the first time ma_ikind has ever had a frontier that is only 200 miles away from
every person on earth. There is an emerging, uplifting spirit becoming widespread, especially among
the young; and space (encompassing both pragmatic reality and fiction) is its focus. Space
colonization, which claims its own devoted following, has many similarities to space industrializa-
tion, but its motives are fundamentally different, it is our opinion that a flourishing space
industrialization program will do much to turn the dreams of colonization into hard reality;
however, the time scale will be expanded more than most space colonization enthusiasts might
desire. The large-scale operations envisioned within the space industrialization program will
inevitably cause hundreds, perhaps thousands, of workers and technicians to pierce the high
frontier. Thus in addition to providing real benefits to millions of people living and working on
earth, space industrialization will give rise to numerous new earth-based specialties and space
careers.
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PROGRAMMATICIMPLICATIONS
During the course of the study, parallel efforts were conducted to extrapolate both mankind's
needs and technical opportunities into the future. The resulting lists of human needs were then used
to trigger new ideas for space opportunities. This feedback process helped us uncover some 300
specifi,: h,_man needs (there could be many others) and some 200 promising spa_.eopportunities. By
careful evaluation and judicious combination, the 200 opportunities were pared to about 100, each
of which was then written up to a specific 12-point "merit-criteria" format for more detailed
evaluation. It was intended to further reduce the list to some 25 outstanding opportunities upon
which an evolutionary space program could be firmly anchored. However, as the evaluation
proceeded, we found it surprisingly difficult to throw out very many of the apparent opportunities.
Hence our list ot"so-called anchor opportunities still numbers about 50, each of which seems both
worthwhile and cost-effective within a time frame extending to the year 2010.
As we looked at the options and the opportunities, we interviewed large numbers of people,
within our own company and outside, and in and out o1" the aerospace industry. About 100
evaluators, yot, ng and old alike, and of various ethnic and technical backgrounds, helped us develop
an overall program philosophy. It includes a specific set of attractive opportunities in the areas of
services, products, energy, and human activities.
SERVICES
The service opportunities we recommend for implementation are listed in Table 4. Note that the
time frames range from the year 1980 to the year 2010. Within these specific time frames. R stands
for research, D for development, O for operational. An arrow following the O indicates a plateau of
capability. An O' or O" indicates a step increase in capability each is essentially a Block !1 or
quantum jump increase.
Prudeqt engineering will allow us to achieve many ._parate services with the same basic
machinery. However, in our view, the most heavily publicized portions of the service program
sllould be the anchor opportunities that are listed in Table 4. As can be seen, many of these ,.
opportunities relate directly to our desires to reduce fuel consumption and to improve the quality
of urban life, to reduce the soaring costs of universal health care, to help feed a growing world
population, and to understand and predict our weather and climate.
We believe that the acceleration of the opportunities indicated will pay big dividends,
particularly in developing countries. In the long run, the creation of customers (.with buying power)
in the developing and heavily populated countries is the most important overall world contribution
that industrial countries can make. both for their own well-being and for a better world, in
addition, methods for achieving a fuller understanding of our climate and weather should be sharply
accelerated on the reasonable chance that we might encounter major payofl_ before the turn of tile
cerltury.
PRODUCTS
As stated previously, the specific winners in the products area (Table 5) are hard to predict until
at least some of the Shuttle/Spacelab experiments have been condt,ctcd, l lowever, we are confident
that space electrophoresis will work and that the cost of urokinas¢ will be reduced to affordable
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Table 4. Anchor Opportunities - Sen,lea
i
Tim Fnm,
Am:her Opportunities ll41i 1640 N.N iS.O0 00-10
Services
Transmission
Direct.broadcasteducation-U.S. O O' O" •
Direct-broadcasteducation.Developing
countries D 0 - O' 0"
BusinesssystemdJl_atransfer 0 O' O" I "
Electronictelecommuting R O 0 -
Electronictaleconferen_ing O 0 ,_ O'
Worldmedicaladvicecenter O O O' I "
Timeand navioationservices 0
Implantndsensordata collector D 0 O' 0" "-
Nationalinformationservices O 0 -
Personalcommunications O O O' -
Electronicmail (excludingpackages) O 0 O' 0" -
Medicalaid andinformation-U.S. D O
Teleoperationfrom space R O C
Observation
Oil/minerallocation 0 " - O'
Cropmeasurement O O O' --
Oceanresourcesanddynamicsystem O O - l
Waterresourcemapandrunoff forecast 0
Globaleffectsmonitoring(STO) 0 O O' 0" -
LandsetD 0 "
Topographicmapping D O I _
High-resolutionresourcesurvey D 0 I tI
High-resolutionradar mapping R D 0 I "
Microwaveradiometer O 0 j "
O= Development,0 = Operational,R = Research
O'or 0" = Stepincreasein capability
O_ = Plateauof ect;vity
Table 5. Anchor Opportunities - Products
Time Frame
AnchorOpportunities 804S 8540 90.9S 9640 00-10
Products
Organic
Isoz:mes(alsomedicaldiagnostic) R O
Urokinase(anticoagulant) 0 0 , -
Insulin(fromhumansources) O O I _
Inorganic
Largecrystals(sizeandperflction) 0
Super,large-scaleintegratedcircuits 0 O' : 0" :
Newolmes (includingfiberoptics) D O O' O" :
High-temperatureturbineblades O O -
High-strengthpermanentmagnets O
Cuttingtools D O = O' =
Thin-filmelectronicdevices O O O' 1
Continuousribboncryml irewth O 0
OIUGIM
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levels. Since urokinase is not actually a new drug, the lengthy process of _.pproval for use can be cut
short. Every adult in our country is probably acquainted with a stroke or heart attack victim that
this drug could have saved from death or in,'alidism by quickly dissolving the offending blood clot.
As more cempanies realize the economic potentials of space mmsofacturing, they will increasingly
explore, develop, and implement many other beneficial made-in-space possibilities.
In addition, we believe that other health-related prodt,cts, such as diagnostic kits using
isozymes, should be emphasized. Continuous-ribbon crystal growt; '_ also quite attractive because it
has the potential for lowering the cost of solar cells for use in space and on the ground.
ENERGY
The anchor opportunities in tile energy area are tabulated in Table (_.Solar energy from space is
easily understood and sorely needed. Or"course, at the present time, no one can be sure of the
technical practicality, environmental acceptability, or economic competitiveness of either the SPS
or tile Soletta system, but we think tile U.S. technological community has the obligation to put this
option within reach or else determine that it is not a viable option.
Table6. Anchor Opportunities- Energy
I
TimeFr ,eAnchorOppomnities 80415 1115,0 190,5 [ ,.q,0 I 00-10
Energy
ReflectedSolarEnergy
Nightilluminationforurbanareas R D 0 O' :
Nightilluminationforagriculturaland
industrialoperations 0 •
Nightfrostdamageprotection P. 0 0
ReflectedlightforgrJund.electrical
conversion R R/D O O
MicrowaveTransmission
Satellitepowersystem(solar) R R/D D O O'
Fusioni space R R O O O
Fusion is of such tremendous importance to the fltture or' m_,nkind that we should ,eriou.,,ly
pursue every breakthrough potential. Space seen)s to offer such an opportunity in that we cz,n u._e
its infinite vacuum to allow movement of the co,tainer walls farther away from the ft,sian reachon
and also quickly restore the vacuum whenever impurities are introduced into the system
Also in the energy area, the t:._cof the Lunetta to illuminate bu,'gconing cities on a worldwide
basis could bring a benefit of ,_pacecapability directly to more people than any of the oilier anchor
opportuniqes. This _.an be accomplished fairly quickly and at a reasonable cost. We also rccommeml
the use of the resulting large structures technology to help push us toward eitl',e: reflected light l_)r
power (Power.,,oletta) or SPS; the decision as to which option should actuall_ be pushed to
operational status cannot be made at the pre._nt time. liowever, night frost damage protection a._a
byprtmuct of Powersoletta would be readily understood by the public and probably widely
accepted.
HUMAN ACTIVITIES
The human activities, which are shown in Table 7, are actually support fimctions tiwy support
primarily the mrge-scale energy prt_grams.Therefore, their timing and emphasis are ba._d mostly on
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Table 7 Anchor Opportuniti_ - Human Ac;'vitfes
Tim From
A_ckor0pportuoities 0046 86-90 90-95 OSN ] 00-10 -
HumanActivities
Medicalandgeneticresearch O 0 I ._
Spacevacationcruises(Shuttleflights) O 0 =
Orbitaltourism(LEOHoW) R O 0
OrbitalTherapeutics D O
Entertainmentandarts 0 I "_
Lunar
Unmannedxplorers O 0 -, I I .
Lunaro biter O O. I L
Lunarhim R D 0 -
LunarindustP/ R O 0
the crucial energy decisions. The earliest need is for the development of facilities to house in-space
working personnel. Subsequently, these facilities might be expanded to allow ordinary people to go i
into space purely for pleasure purposes. Although this may sound as if it is only remotely related to
space industrialization, the appeal of personally living, working, and playing in space is so strong I
and so universal, that there is little doubt that space tourism will become a rea!ity (for some) during I
the lifetime of most of the people now dreaming about the possibility. We saw clear indications that [
these hopeful dreams were dominant in most of those individuals under 30 who participated in our _
program ewdualion. I
i
F
!Man's presence on the moon will be of fundamental importance to mankind in the long run,
partly because of its valuable resources and partly because of its relative accessibility to the
geosynchronous orbit. Because of the moon's reduced gravity, it requires about 20 times less energy
to carry a one-pound mass from the moon to geosynchronous orbit than it does to carry an
if' "_tical one-pound mass from the surface of the earth to the same destination. Further lunar [
exploration and eventually new manned visits are recommended, but this is not the program driver fand should not be the main point of public communication.
]"
i
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
_, Implementation of the anchor opportunities shown in Tables 4 through 7 would require the
development of key supporting items such as
Shuttle/Spacelab Polar platform
25-kW power module Space base
Advanced teleoperator Orbi'al transfer vehicles
Geosynchronous platform Heavy lift launch vehicle
Their acquisition was included in the programmatics of space industrialization.
Figure 15 summarizes the thrust and direction of our proposed Space Industrialization program.
As can be seeh, t_e program is divided into three lO-year time frames starting in 1980. In the first
decade, th=.center of activity will be in low earth orbit as we begin to use the Shuttle to its fullest
possible extent. Early extensions of its capabilities should inc:ude the development of a 25-kilowatt
power module that can be left permanently in earth orbit. _lso in this early era we will establish a
public service platfonn and a global weather and resources base, both of which will provide highly
visible worldwide benefits. We will eventually construct a large multi-function facility in a low
altitude orbit. This t:acility will include a construction base, a space factory, and space operations
center. It will be used in helping us learn to build the large structures we need to make the
500-kilowatt power modules, SPS precursors, and operational Lunettas.
In the second 10-year interval, we will increase the capabilities cf the space hctory, public
service platform, and global weather and resources facilities. We will also bring a satellite power
system into initial operation, if this plan hiis to work, possible alternatives will include
fusion-in-space or the Powersok.tta.
The necessa,:y transportation elements are also sketched in Figure 15. In the 1980's. we will
need only the Shuttle and its derivatives. A low-thrust intcrorbital transfer system will al_ be
needed, in the late 1980's or 1990's, we will develop a large chemical upper stage capable of
transporting man to the geosynchronous altitude but it will not be initially used in this mode. The
research and development should start toward a new Shuttle derivativ- vehicle, in the size range
capable of delivering components of the SPS into a low altitude orbit. Beyond the 1990's, this
transportation system will become fully operational, and transportation units will also be needed to
carry materials from the moon to various geosynchronous destinations.
Some of the major benefits to be derived from this program are listed near the top of ca_.h
segment of Figure 15. Note that in the 1980's, most of the benefits will be in the services area, both
informational and observational, The world will clearly benefit from new technologies in education,
, health, con_n'ation of resources, and human productivity. Lunetta will begin to serve alany cities
and will be on call for special situations.i
In the decade of the IggO's, we will move toward a long-term solution to the energy scarcity
problem. Thus large numbers of productive workers must ix, stationed in space for extended
periods. In this same era, the space factories will reach productive status and an operational Lunetta
system will be installed in a set of five three-hour sun-synchronous orbits.
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In the final time segment extending from 1990 to 2000 (and beyond), the power options will
begin to come of age. We will construct additional Lunettas and utilize the moon to furnish oxygen
and materials for massive energy-related projects at the geosynchronous altitude.
Beyond the year 2000, the energy produced in space will supply a major fraction of all the
world's energy. Throughout the entire program, we will continue to expand services, make new
products, and move toward full understanding, prediction, and localized control of the earth's
weather and climate. Most importantly, people will become increasingly involved with space, first
by receiving such direct benefits as information and light but later on by direct participation-even
including space travel. Flourishing growth-oriented partnerships will begin to evolve between
developing and industrialized countries, between the academic community and commercial
interests, and between space and terrestrial activities. In lerms of stimulation and excitement, these
activities will impact man in much the same way as he was affected by the opening of the New
World.
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Figure 13. Thrust a.qdDirection of Prop_sed Space Industrialization Program
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HARDWARE CONCEPTS
Most of the 65 anchor opportunities analyzed in the study had precursor systems or detailed
studies on which our system costs could b_ based. However, several of the hardware concepts were
unique. To cost these, it was necessary to develop preliminary designs. While it has not be_.n our
intent in this study to design optimized hardware systems, we did need relatively firm hardware
concepts so that classical cost-estimating relationships could be applied. These relationships are
primarily based on weight and complexity, although secondary factors were taken into account.
THE GEOSYNCHRONOUS PLATFORM
Our overall evaluations indicated that greatly expanded information transmission services from
space were among the most beneficial _ctivities that could be accomplished in the early time period
Although there is some controversy in this area, we felt that the United States should take a bold
step and design a multifunction platform of major capability with continuing reliable operation. In
the interim, we foresee a proliferation of small separately owned-and-operated satellites at the
geosynchronous altitude. Unfortunately, as the sketches and graphs in Figure 16 show, the thin rim
of space vehicles around the earth at the geosynchronous altitude is already beginning to approach
its saturation level. Today there are about 70 geosynchronous satellites, and projections indicate
increased future crowding at this crucial location in space.
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Figure16. GeosynchronousSatellites
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By installing a series of multifunction platft rms, this orbital crowding can be partially
alleviated. Of course, there will continue to be intense competition for the best frequencies and the
best g_, ,ynchronous locations. As we negotiate with other international powers in this impol_ant
arena, we should attempt to reserve the best frequencies for those services that can provide new
benefits to millions of people. These frequencies are necessary to the success of the geosynchrorous
i platform if everyone is to have his own inexpensive receiver. In those cases where the service by _
nature requires only a few hundred ground stations, the frequency selection is not quite so critical
to the success of the program. When only a few installations are needed, ground hardware costs are
not so sensitive.
' The baseline geosynchronous platform which was developed during the course of this study is
sketched in Figure 17. it weighs 30,000 kilograms, is 240 meters long, and develops 500 kilowatts
of RF energy. It would provide five new nationwide services to the American people:
1. Di:'ect-B"oadcast TV (five nationwide channels, 16 hours per day). In effect, the
ge_yachronous platform would add five new networks of _r_adca:_t capability; ,' . ,,¢+er,
tl_ese networks would provide mostly educational and specialized nrogramming rather than
entertainment. The consumer would need to buy a one-mete_ rooftop antenna and a
converter at a total cost of about $100. With sufficiently high-quality programming relevant
to people's needs, we are convinced that virtually every American family would eventually
make the required $100 investment to gain access to this material.
2. Pocket Telephones (45,000 private channels linked to our present telephone system). The
user sets would be of the size and cost of a good pocket calculator and would allow direct
calls to any person in the continental United States who owned a similar set, even if his
exact location were unknown. Calls could also be made to and from conventional
telephones. Each call would cost approximately 20 cents. Used on a routine basis for
ordinary communications, the portable communicators would also hvve important safety
and emergency uses.
3. National Information Services. (This system would utilize the pocket telephone hardware.)
With the cost of nationwide calls reduced to an affordable level, each American citizen
would have access to national, rather than local data, people, calculating power, etc. Many
small businesses could spring up and provide specialized national data banks or other
imaginative services.
4. Electronic Teleconferencing (150 two-way video, voice, and t'acsimile channels). The
electronic teleconferencing system would allow for as many as 150 simultaneous color video
teleconferences between parties anywhere in the country. Multiple video conferences
originating from three or more locations would also be possible. For clarity in
communication, high-fidelity stereophonic sound systems would be included. Project
Prelude, which utilized tile joint Canadian-American CTS satellite, recently demonstrated
the feasibility of this concept.
5. Electronic Mail (40 million pages transferred among 800 sorting centers overnight). The mail
would be sorted automatically by zip code or even by mail route, plant location, etc. Major
companies would probably have fiber optics or microwave relays connected to the nearest
electronics sorting center.
Note that the key services provided by the geosynchronous platform (educational TV and pockettelephones) could be even more important to developing countries than they would be to the U.S.
(because many underdeveloped countries lack competing terrestrial infrastructures). Therefore,
nearly identical copies of the geosynchronous platform could be built to provide service to other
parts of the world.
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The initial development funds for the geosynchronousplatform and the first hardware item
would comefrom public funds(sharedbetween NASA andother benefitinggovernmentagencies).
In addition to the servicesjust described,the industrial firms could leaselocationsor "'pads" and
install their own mission-peculiarequipment. For an annual fee, the geosynchronousplatform
would provide the user with abundant electrical power, heat rejection, attitude control, orbit
maintenance propulsions, and (perhaps most importantly) repair and updating capability.
In our designs, we utilized remote man-operated teleoperators which we think could initially be
more productive and cost-effective than periodic manned missions to the geosynchronous orbital
location. This is true, in part, because tee teleoperator would be always available, have more eyes,
hands, legs, strength, reach, mobility, etc., than a suited astronaut, and would be more radiation
hardened. Eventually, as we move toward the construction of large SPS units at the geosynchronous
i altitude, the amount of activity in that orbit would inevitably pull man there also. Thus w_,believe
i that any intermediate hardware designs should take this natural and inevitable evolution into
' account.
! The baseline 500-kilowatt geosynchronous platform previously discussed, provides an impres-
i sive array of services for the people of the world. But an alternate approach could be to develop a
+ smaller, less powerful platform that might eventually be duplicated several dozen times. A smaller
version of the geosynchronousplatform is sketched in Figure 18. its power level is only 100
i kilowatts, it does not need the technology of SPS, and its services are also restricted t , significant
degree. For example, rather than providing five channels of direct broadcast television, tt l_rovides
only one, and rather than handling 45,000 simultaneous pocket telephone conversations, it handles
only 15,000. In addition, its electronic m_l services are restricted to off-peak hours when the other
i servicesneedlesselectricalpower.
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The resulting100-kilowattplatformissmaller,lesscomplex,and considerablyighterthanthe
500-kilowattversion,However,inviewofitsreducedservices,itisnotaslightaswe mightexpect,
Althoughitprovidesonlya thirdtoa fifthof theservicesof the500-kilowattversion,itweighs
almosthalfasmuch,Moreover,itputsstrongerdemands on some ofthegroundequipment,thus
raisingoverallcosts.However,despitethefactthatitloses ome of theeconomiesofscale,the
smaller100-kilowattversionisstilla viablepossibility,particularlyina situationi whichtheSPS
technologyand toolingarenotavailable,
THE EARTH OBSERVATION PLATFORM
The hardwaresystemsassociatedwithseveralof therecommendedservicesopportunitiesneed
tobe placedintoa sun-synchronousorbitforproperearth-observationalconditions,The payloads
associatedwiththeseanchoropportunitieswould be combinedintoa general-purposeplatt'o_,
such as that shown in Figure It). This approach entails two significant advantages: (!) a cost saving
estimated to be on the order of 25 percent and (2) synergistic benefits resulting from having various
important ea-th features sensed simultaneously by multiple sensors, thus permitting a large variety
of comparisons so as to obtain cross-correlated resource data.
The sketch near the bottom of Figure Iq shows the Earth Observation Platform packaged and
mounted within the Shuttk' cargo bay. Two solar panels, each containing two arrays, are folded,
rotated, and mounted along the two lower sides of the triangular configuration. All of the earth
sensors are shown mounted on the tipper surface, along with the 0.O-meter direct-access antenna for
platform command and control. I)epcnding on the final orbital altitude and inclination selected,
either one or two OMS kits would Ix"required..As the figure shows, there would be ample room for
either combination of ()MS kits.
Figure19. EarthObt_rvationPlatformin Orbitaml Packagedin theShuttle
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Figure20. Orb#alMicrowaveRadiometer
THE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
Except for the satellite power system, the microwave radiometer (see Figure 20) is the largest
space structure expected before the year 2000. it measures 262 by 200 meters and weighs
approximately 250,000 kg. The docked Shuttle near the center of the drawing provides a
convenient size comparison. The large size of the microwave radiometer is dictated by the desired
sensitivity and resolution. Power is provided by two 25-kilowatt solar power modules shown affixed
to opposite ends of the lower front beam.
Because a major portion of the earth must be viewed to provide the desired data, a high
inclination orbit is required. Repeating ground tracks would be provided on an !8- to 20-day cycle.
Some of the areas that would benefit from the microwave radiometer are those listed at the bottom
of the figure. As in the case of the earth observation platform, data would bc relayed via TDRS to
ground stations or to a data processing station in a low altitude orbit.
THE SPACE PROCESSING FACILITY
The Space Processing Facility (see Figure I0) consists of two basic structural elements: a solar
cell power array and a modified external tank left in orbit by an earlier Shuttle. The solar army
accommodates six gallium-aluminum arsenide cell blankets that measure 16by 14 meters. The
structure is assembled from four sp'.-,c_-manufactured beams that are connected to the interstage
area of the external tank. Total length of each beam is 106 meters.
On orbit, the entire configuration is oriented with the solar cell panels norma! to the sun,
providing a peak power of 560 kilowatts. The interior of the LH2 tank is configured for equipment
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insertionwhile on orbit. For spaceprocessing,a continuouspower levelof 300 kilowatts i_available
from a bank of nickel-hydrogenbatteries assembledin a 4-meter-diameter module which is 12
meters long. The remainder of available length (approximately l! meters) in the LH2 tank is
reserved for process equipment of various types (furnaces, magazines, etc.). The present
configuration is estimatedto weighapproximately68,000 kg, with theexternal tank accountingfor
' 34,000 kg of this weight. Raw material k_esupply is estimated at 45,000 kg per year including
expendable gases.
The facility is outfitted primarily for zone refining and crystal growth. Its 15 furnaces are
capable of producing 750 boules of finished product every 60 days. With Shuttle servicing of raw
material magazines and return of finished products, the space processing facility produces
4500 boules weighing 21,150 kg in a typical year. Thus it would take a total of 30 Shuttle flights
per year to service ten such processing facilities with a total annual yield of over 200,000 kg of
: finished products.
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COST ESTIMATES
To assess the programmatic impacts of the proposed Space Industrialization program, it was
necessary to estimate the recurring and nonrecurring costs required to implement each of the 65
anchor opportunities. The objective of this analysis was to produce cost estimates that would be
valid within a range of +_50 percent. Four sources of potential funding were evaluated for each
anchor opportunity: (I)NASA, (2)other U.S. Government agencies, (3)foreign governments or t_
consortia, and (4) commercial interests. Of course, NASA's charter restricts it to developmental and
supporting activities. Consequently, funding for the acquisition of the productive, operational _:
satellites was assumed to come from the specific government agency having jurisdiction over the
function supported by the satellite.
Figure 21 shows the cumulative funding curves for the case in which a go/no go decision is to be
made on the development of an operational SPS by the year 1987. The two bar charts represent the
funding magnitudes for 1983 and 1987-the two years with the peak fimding requirements. Note
that even in these peak years, tile total requirement from all sources combined never exceeds
$3.8 billion per year. The peak in 1983 stems primarily from electronic mail and SPS development,
which together totaled $1.7 billion. The average funding between 1981 and 1987 (the SPS decision
point) turns out to be a little less than $3 billion per year.
Estimates were also made on the annual number of extra Shuttle flights required to carry out
the Space Industrialization Plan. Bar charts defining these numbers are presented in Figure 21. As
can be seen, the number of flights devoted to space industrialization approaches 40 per year in the
late 1980's.
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Figure 21. Cumulative Expenditures and Annual Number of Shuttle Flights for Space Industrialization
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The costs associated with this rather ambitious program are quite modest. And when these costs
are spread out over the enormous number of people who would benefit, tile annual per capita
expenditures turn out to be a pleasant surprise. Table 8 presents some of these per capita costs for a
representative _mpling of the anchor opportunities. As this table shows, each individual's annual
cost for having the opportunity to utilize the pocket telephone is on the order of 33 cents: his
annual cost for having the opportunity to watch five additional nationwide television channels is
32 cents. Note that these figures do not include the purchase price of the user sets nor the user fees
for those who decide to exercise these options. However, because of the scale of the services being
provided, these costs, too, are expected to be quite modest.
Table8. AImtlalper CapitaCost_,._fRepresentativeOpportunities
(Basedon CapitalReeoveo, hr lO Year_at !0 Percentper Year)
AnchorOpportunity CostperCapitapetYear(USA)*
Pockettelephones 33cents
Directbroadcast_ducation(5channel_) 32cents
Worldmedicaldvicecenter 20cents
Medicalidandinformation 37cents
Nationalinformationservice(LibraryofCongress) 39cents
Cropmeasurement 23cents
*Costsshownaresystemcostsanddonotincludeusercharges.
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CONCLUSIONS !"
The overall conclusions of the Rockwell International Space Industrialization Study are I:
summarized in the following paragraphs. Although forecasting 30 years or more ahead is always
suspect, some trends are fundamental. One of these is that we will almost certainly experience a
doubling or tripling of world population in the next 100 years. Barring major catastrophies, an
ever-increasing majority of the people on earth will live in developing countrie_ These countries will i'
control vast mineral resources and a huge potential pool of labor: but without the technology of the _
developed world, their lull potential will not be realized-at least not within this _entury. The i_
relationship between the rich and poor nations is thus one of the major determinants shaping our !
national as well as our global future. The industrial utilization of space can be of paramount i
importance to this nation, and it can facilitate the advancement of developing countries throughout
the rest of the world.
The must immediate rewards and the moot attractive investment opportunities in the 1980's will
be in electronic services. These service opportunities include both information transmission and data
acquisition. The number of market opportunities is quite large, yet the',e opportunities can be
implemented by a relatively few large, highly common electronic payloads. The economic viability
of these services is a direct by-product of the capability of the Space Transportation System
(particularly, the Space Shuttle) to economically deliver, as_mble, and maintain the orbital
facilities.
The international aspects of services, both information transmission and earth observation, are
also particularly important. In many cases, this market potential is enormous. However, some
benefits (such as weather, climate, and enviromncnt prediction and control) are not easily
marketable and transcend political boundaries, if possible, these projects should be conducted with
international participation and international t'unding.
Energy, of course, is a fundamental key to the creation of new wealth for the benefit of all
mankind. Many problems, including food and mineral shortages, can be 'alleviated if we can produce
abundant quantities o c low-cost energy. Space will provide important long-range benefits in the
conservation of energy and in the creation of new energy sources, particularly if the SPS proves to
be viable and economically sound. The recommended direction of the space program is therefore to
let the SPS development activities be the catalyst and technology determinant lot the next few
years but to structure the individual st_'ps along the way so that each step returns immediate,
concrete benefits.
Large space structures and large photovoltaic power systems are particularly crucial to the SPS.
Fortunately, these developments are also important to the geosynchronous platforms, large space
factories, and solar electric propulsion systems. Since the most attractive early marke,s and benefits
lie in information systems, advancement in this area of technology is a t'undamental key to the
future. There is no doubt that manned operations in space will be necessary. However. man's costly
presence can be justified only if his productivity is extremely high. Therefore, relatively large
investments in man-operated machines must be a vital part of these large-scale operations.
in the era of the 1980°s, a relatively small number of new hardware elements will be needed,
and their total cost turns out to be surprisingly low. The entire list of anchor opportunities
(excluding energy) could be accomplished for less than $2 billion per year-a figure which amounts
to an increase in NASA's budget of one one-thousandth of our country's current gross national
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product. In general, the ground-basedportions of the system will be economically viable in their
own right;that is, they constitute marketsratherthan addedcosts. Morever,these marketsare not
just domestic; they arealso strongcandidatesfor internationaltrade.
Our study clearly indicatesthat the 1980's will be the opportunetime to bringspace into our
social andeconomic mainstream. Spaceindustrializationshould not be viewed as a competitor to
science andexploration; rather,thevigorousT,.3gramwe haveoutlined can be the r.,ainimpetus for
expandingthe scope of science and exploratit,,t.Likewise. the proposed programi_ not in conflict
with the increasi"_glyprevalentdream of young people to travelinto space. Indeed,that dream will
inevitablybecome more credibleand attractivein the next few years asthe Space Indust:talization
programdevelopsandevolves into a matureundertaking.
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NEAR-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS
" A clearly defined long-term plan such as the one described in this study will help direct the
space industrialization efforts into the most potentially fruitful channels, but it is of foremost
importance that these efforts begin in the proper way. The near-term actions we recommend are
l;sted in Figure 22. The boxed headings in the left-hand column of the figure are traditional types of
NASA activities; those it- the right-hand., iumn do not fit as easily within the traditional NASA
charter. Nevertheless, we believe both categories of near-term actions ate vital to the success of the
Space Industrialization program.
Specifically, we recommended that NASA take a lead role in the geosynchronous orbit activities
by developing a detailed, evolutionary plan as to what should occur at the geosynchronous altitude
and when it should take place. In particular, we believe that a rapid transition needs to be made
from small satellites servmg large, expensive antennas toward the complexity inversion concept in
which much larger satellites interface directly with miniaturized and inexpensive devices owned by a
multitude of ground-based users. Most likely, this controlled transition will first occur within the
United States, but the biggest benefits to mankind will come when complexity inversion begins to
serve people on an international basis. A key issue in the overall strategy centers around how we
should handle the reliability problems a_ciated with these large-scale geosynchronous satellites.
For if the complexity inversion concept begins to flourish, as we believe it should, millions of
people will come to depend on continuity of service. With current small-scale satellites, duplicate
on-orbit spares can be switched o,i whenever an operational satellite happens to fail. Of course,
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spares could be used even with large-scale satellites, but manned servicing or an on-board
teleopcrator may be more economically viable alternatives. Our study indicates that t_'e expense of
i manned servicing at the geosynchronous altitude could be delayed until a pressing need has been
clearly established. In the interim, it is our belief that an advanced teleoperator cotdd do an
i excellent job of modification, maintenance, and repair. However, before funds are firmly
committed, these multimillion dollar issues should be studied carefully.
For the manufacture of products in space, we recommend early development of joint
government/industry agreements and a wide range of early materials-processing experiments. The
issues of cost-sharing and the proper protection of proprietary rights will also require careful
attention.
The availability of adequate quantities of electrical power in space at timely intervals is vital to
the success of several phases of the Space Industrialization program There will be a need for several
distinct order-of-magnitude jumps in power production in space before we can hope to construct an
operational SPS. We believe that the program should be structured so that each o_"these quantum
jurc.ps is useful in its own right, as well as being a manageable stepping stone toward an operational
SPS. Potential uses for these large-scale power supplies include the Shuttle power module, the
multifunction geosynchronous platform, and large space processing factories.
The program we envision will require the introduction of increasingly sophisticated transporta-
tion systems at the appropriate times. Accordingly, we should complete the Shuttle transportation
system, including advanced orbital transfer vehicles, and add a complementary capability for
permanent manned operations in low-altitude earth orbits. Advanced capability in high-inclination
orbits is also clearly warranted and will probably lead to manned operations in the long run.
The three items in the right hand column of Figure 22 underlie an expanded role for NASA.
First, we need strong leadership to regain and maintain the inlbrmation systems market that the
American-owned companies should enjoy. One of the surest ways to minimize our balance-of-trade
difficulties is to maintain a strong posture in the high-technology marketplace. Within this
marketplace, advanced communication satellites are one area where we can choose to maintain a
clear-cut role of vigorous leadership.
Viewed in a broader context, we believe that space industrialization should play a major role in
the opening of the '*high frontier" for the benefit of all mankind. We are convinced that the public
will support an expanded space program if it returns immediate and tangible benefits while
promising the fulfillment of even more ambitious long-term goals. We have found that the promise
of space versus its relatively modest costs can best be grasped by those outside the industry if these
costs are presented in terms of our total expenditures as a nation rather than just a percentage of
the federal budget or a percentage of another agency.
Finally, as we begin to marshall our resources to capitalize on each of the more promising space
industrialization opportunities, we will undoubtedly find that the fulfillment of these opportunities
tends to involve beneficial activities that mesh with the responsibilities of other, often unfamiliar,
agencies. Therefore, NASA should work closely with these agencies, particularly other departments
of t,_ United States Government, to share funding and bring the benefits of space quickly and
decisively into our nation's economic and social mainstream For only in this way can the citizens
of the United States and the other countries of the world reap the lhll benefits that will come from
i the large-scale industrialization of the space frontier.
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